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A: Here is a way using regular expressions: # Open the file in read
mode with open('sage.txt', 'r') as f: # Loop through the lines for line
in f: # Extract the word after the colon and before the period date =
re.sub('.*:', '', line).split('-')[0] # Create the text of the required date,
remove the colon return date.replace(':', '') This will return the string
that you need for further processing. Newcastle United have signed

former Barcelona B goalkeeper Armando Pérez, the Premier League
club have announced. The Colombian shot stopper has been at the
Nou Camp for the last six years, however, his career has taken a

sideways turn since his departure from the Catalan club in 2016, with
the 28-year-old receiving his first-team opportunities at second-tier
club Brescia Calcio. Pérez has been with Barcelona since the age of

eight, and has been on the books of the club’s famed La Masia
academy since the age of 11. He was awarded his first-team debut in
the competition in January of 2015, going on to play a total of three

Copa del Rey games for Barcelona. Pérez was then loaned out to
Danish side Randers FC for the 2015/16 season. He went on to make
three appearances for the Danish side, however, in 2016, he returned
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to Barcelona where he once again found first-team opportunities hard
to come by. Nevertheless, the goalkeeper found a new club in La

Liga rivals Valencia. The team signed Pérez from Brescia on loan in
January, and the goalkeeper made his debut for Valencia in the

Segunda Division a month later, keeping a clean sheet in the home
fixture against Sporting Gijon. Pérez has since gone on to play 21 La
Liga games for Valencia, keeping eight clean sheets. He’s also been
on the books of the Spanish side in the Champions League, with the

goalkeeper making eight appearances for Valencia in the
competition. Pérez has also been on the books of another Segunda

Division outfit, Sporting Gijon, and has made one league
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